Cellular abnormalities of blood vessels as targets in cancer.
Tumor blood vessels have multiple structural and functional abnormalities. They are unusually dynamic, and naturally undergo sprouting, proliferation, remodeling or regression. The vessels are irregularly shaped, tortuous, and lack the normal hierarchical arrangement of arterioles, capillaries and venules. Endothelial cells in tumors have abnormalities in gene expression, require growth factors for survival and have defective barrier function to plasma proteins. Pericytes on tumor vessels are also abnormal. Aberrant endothelial cells and pericytes generate defective basement membrane. Angiogenesis inhibitors can stop the growth of tumor vessels, prune existing vessels and normalize surviving vessels. Loss of endothelial cells is not necessarily accompanied by simultaneous loss of pericytes and surrounding basement membrane, which together can then provide a scaffold for regrowth of tumor vessels. Rapid vascular regrowth reflects the ongoing drive for angiogenesis and bizarre microenvironment in tumors that promote vascular abnormalities and thereby create therapeutic targets.